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OUR TOKEN
MAIN
PURPOSE
The aim of the project is to create a new movement in charity that provides
emergency aid and long-term solutions where they are most needed.
Refugees Token has been designed to be a deflationary token that rewards
you with tokens simply for holding. Furthermore, the auto-burning utility
that happens in each transaction helps the token be more stable by reducing
the circulation supply. Last but not least, charity fundraising gives you the
chance to both contribute to our cause and get RFG tokens without a tax fee.
You can contribute to our charity cause also by purchasing NFTs from our
NFT collection.Our model is simple. We go where the need is greatest, find
the local organizations doing the most effective work, and give them what
they need to help people – whether that’s funding, material aid, or
volunteers. Our team lives in Greece that has reported thousands of Refugees
seeking help. We are here to help them!

"Actions speak louder than words"

SUPPLY
PERCENTAGE
FOR REFUGEES

5%
tax fee is rewarded to holders

AUTOMATIC 5%
ADDED TO
LIQUIDITY ON
EACH
TRANSACTION

10%
supply percentage of the token
will be donated to refugees

AUTOMATIC 5%
REDISTRIBUTION
ON EACH
TRANSACTION

5%
tax fee is added to liquidity

OUR TOKEN
UTILITY
Refugees Token is a unique cryptocurrency that allows investors to take an
active role in saving refugee's lives. A total of 79.5 million people around the
world have been forced to flee their homes. Among them are nearly 26
million refugees, around half of whom are under the age of 18. That’s why we
founded Refugees Token. We know that very few of us are able to just decide
to travel to where volunteers are needed most, but what we can all do is
intentionally choose to support projects and companies that make the world
a better place. At Refugees Token, we don’t just say that’s our
top priority, we prove it. Considering the value of our Token we will start
selling 10% of our total supply in a public sale and all of the earnings will go
to Organizations that we are cooperating with. Cryptocurrencies are changing
the game for humanitarian efforts with their versatility and accessibility, and
RFG plans to be at the forefront of this innovation. We crafted a token that
rewards holders for supporting charities with an automatic 5% redistribution
on each transaction and put it on the BSC network, so even your spare
change can change refugees life.

"Giving is the greatest act of grace"

FIRST DONATION
TO GREEK
COUNCIL FOR
REFUGEES
The first donation of Refugees Token
was made to support the work of the
Greek Council for Refugees, the oldest
non-governmental organization active
in the field of asylum and human rights
in Greece.

ARTICLE TO THE
INDEPENDENT
MAGAZINE
"SHEDIA"
The interview we gave to the magazine
Shedia, an independent magazine providing
an opportunity for the homeless,
unemployed, and other people from socially
and economically vulnerable populations to
secure a decent income, but also an
additional incentive to rebuild their lives.

PRICE FLUCTUATION FROM THE BEGINNING
Growth percentage (%) of our Token's price from the begging
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OUR TOKEN
FUTURE
PLANS
Building partnerships with additional charities to
expand existing and future opportunities.
Forging relationships with popular influencers
to promote to a wider audience.
Listing on Coinmarketcap and Coingecko.
Donations every single month with transparency on Social Media.
Expanding our Token worldwide via community and team advertising.
Research and Development for new $RFG functionality.
Connect with other related projects.
List $RFG on other major cryptocurrency exchanges.

"No one leaves home unless home
is the mouth of a shark"

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

We are completely humbled by the incredible
response this project has received from the
moment it launched. In the last few weeks,
many of you have come forward to share your
personal stories with us. There are no words for
how thankful we are for the chance to
understand how refugees issue has impacted
the members of our new community, even
when it leaves us heartbroken. We are dedicated
to holding space for you, wherever you are in
your journey. Whether it’s celebrating your
successes or grieving your losses, the RFG family
is with you.We knew RFG would change lives,
but we could have never accomplished that goal
so soon without you.

We thank you for your continued support
in our efforts.

CONTACT
www.refugeestoken.com
reftok@refugeestoken.com
@RefugeesToken
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